
FULBOURN FIELDS INQUIRY: a personal view

The Planning Inquiry about the fields behind Teversham  Road / Cow Lane  took place over seven 
days in September, before a Government Inspector. The result is expected in the first half of 
November.

South Cambridgeshire District Council (SCDC) robustly defended their  unanimous decision (in 
August 2015) to refuse permission to the applicant, “Castlefield”, which is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of  Hong Kong-based Hutchison Whampoa. SCDC instructed a Queen’s Counsel (QC).

Fulbourn was a Party at the Inquiry, giving us the right to  present evidence,call our own 
witnesses ,and cross-examine others. Our collective name was “Fulbourn Parish”, which included 
Fulbourn Parish Council, Fulbourn Forum, and Save Fulbourn’s Fields (SFF). We were 
represented by George Crutcher, a very experienced planning consultant. His crisp closing 
statement, and that of  the SCDC QC, are available on the SFF website and make interesting 
reading.

I attended every minute of the Inquiry as a volunteer, supporting George Crutcher. What follows is 
a personal “eye witness “ account, not a formal record and not representing the views of SFF.

The central issue was one of balance.  Would all  the harm done by the proposed housing estate 
outweigh the benefit of building 110 houses in this green field location?

SCDC produced expert witnesses on Landscape, Heritage, and Ecology. A key question on 
Landscape was the impact on the Fulbourn Conservation Area and on Poor Well, both  directly 
adjacent to the site. Issues of tranquillity, rural outlook, and inappropriate “urban “ design were 
debated at length. On Heritage, the SCDC witness emphasised the historic connection of the site 
with the water supply for Cambridge and Fulbourn, including the Victorian Pumping Station, the 
Horsepond, and of course Poor Well itself (a supply of  village drinking water since the 14th 
century, and it is this which feeds the chalk stream across the fields).

Ecology took up more than a day of evidence. In addition to the SCDC expert witness, the 
Cambridgeshire Wildlife Trust ( who had done a detailed survey) also spoke eloquently, saying that 
for Castlefield biodiversity was an “afterthought”. These witnesses emphasised the value of the 
grassland (65% of which would be lost), the rarity of the chalk stream, and the rich variety of 
species found on the site. The western field is very close indeed to qualifying as a County Wildlife 
Site. There was a long debate about the possibility of “translocation” of  the rare species such as 
Marsh Orchids: even if the principle were to be acceptable, the locations proposed by Castlefield 
were shown to be problematic, because they were either needed for management of surface water 
or were  much too close to housing/amenity areas. Birds and bats were also discussed: Castlefield 
were exposed as having no solution for the future of the Corn Buntings which their own survey had 
identified on the site.

In presenting Fulbourn’s case , George Crutcher did not duplicate what SCDC had already done. 
He emphasised the value of the fields to the village, and the almost unanimous local opposition to 
building a housing estate on them. He questioned whether, given the difficulty of the site, the 
homes could be delivered within the required 5 year period. He exposed Castlefield’s lack of any 
relevant building  experience (they are not a listed company in the UK, and their website has been 
taken down). He was also critical of the layout of the estate (“a  huge cul-de-sac with roads going 
nowhere”) and the urban design, with houses 2.5 storeys high (10.5 metres) along the boundary 
with Poor Well, ruining the views. He made good use of the two reports on drainage which SFF 
had commissioned from Peter Brett Associates, to cast doubt on Castlefield’s proposed scheme of 
surface water management. For example,he showed that after a severe storm, the proposed 
children’s play area  would be surrounded by  a foot of standing water. He asked pointed  



questions about highway boundaries, and insisted that Cox’s Drove could never be used as a 
principal access for vehicles, during construction or afterwards.
He presented four witnesses: David Cottee on ecology, John Williams on Local Green Space, Alex 
Andrews on the history and ecological value of the site, and me on community use (with  my own 
photographs and supporting material from e.g. the Steiner School).

Graham Cone also spoke (as a District Councillor), and Peter Godber made an independent point 
about Public Rights Of Way.

Castlefield produced their own witnesses on Landscape, Heritage and Ecology, trying to rebut the 
SCDC and Fulbourn evidence. In two areas these witnesses had been brought in to comment on  
(or  perhaps to “correct”) earlier evidence prepared by Castlefield’s own experts. Under rigorous 
cross-examination by the SCDC QC and by George Crutcher, they argued that although the site 
was difficult,the drainage problems could be overcome, the “Victorian Garden” would be enhanced, 
the chalk stream could be improved, and the ecology was not as valuable or rare as SCDC had 
suggested. They had to admit that large areas of the site would be “permanently wet” or 
“seasonally wet”. They denied any negative effect on Poor Well, although Castlefield  were 
proposing it as a pedestrian access route from Cow Lane.  ( Fulbourn Parish Council  had already 
said in writing to the Inspector that  they will not agree to this). Castlefield’s QC repeatedly used 
the argument that there  was no 5 year housing supply in South Cambridgeshire ,and that the 
promised 30% of affordable housing, said to be equivalent to 33 units,  was needed (although 
deliverability of the 30% figure was questioned, and it was established that any affordable houses 
could not be allocated to Fulbourn residents).

The Inspector listened carefully throughout, and spent three hours on his site visit. 

Speculation about the outcome is pointless.  The process was thorough and fair, and SCDC put 
great effort into defending their original decision. George Crutcher did a terrific job of highlighting 
the arguments of most importance to the Parish Council and the whole village of Fulbourn.He and 
the witnesses for “Fulbourn Parish” did everything they could to save these green fields, for the 
benefit of future generations in our village.
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